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RISK ASSESSMENT AND RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN 
 

Risk Description Risk Assessment
a
 Mitigation Measures or Risk Management Plan 

Construction 
risk (completion 
risk) 

Low Potential risks during construction include (i) delays in project 
implementation due to unexpected geological conditions 
and/or natural disasters, and (ii) an increase in prices of labor 
and materials due to inflation. The main work outstanding is 
the remaining excavation of a headrace tunnel (0.3 km out of 
11 km). The rock conditions in the work area are assessed as 
good by an experienced international resident engineer. Most 
works have already been completed. The transmission lines 
are ready and generators were also delivered to an 
underground powerhouse. Hence, the risk of delay and a 
resultant cost increase is minimized. Sufficient physical and 
price contingencies have also been provisioned to mitigate an 
inflationary risk for any cost escalation. DHPC and DGPC 
have been satisfied with the civil work contractor, India’s 
Hindustan Construction Company, which is experienced in 
and familiar with civil works in the Himalayas.    
 

Operational risk 
(management) 

Low The project main sponsor, DGPC, already operates four run-
of-the-river hydropower plants with capacities of 60 MW, 64 
MW, 336 MW, and 1,020 MW. DHPC has been staffed with 
individuals who have past experience in implementing and 
operating these hydropower projects. The PPP arrangement is 
with India’s Tata Power Company, which is a joint venture 
partner in the project and also has extensive experience in 
operating hydropower projects. The generation turbines are 
equipped with highly automated operational systems from 
Alstom and Andritz of Austria. These systems will minimize the 
operational risks.  
 

Offtake risk Low DHPC has contracted the sale of all available power in a PPA 
with TPTC for 25 years. This long-term PPA will mitigate the 
offtake risk. Given an acute power shortage in India, 
particularly in the northern region that the plant will supply, the 
plant’s entire available power produced will be absorbed 
without difficulty. TPTC is a subsidiary of the TPC and one of 
the leading power trading companies in India. It can include 
the end-use offtake from North Delhi Power Limited, the power 
distribution of TPC. Offtake risks can also involve potential 
offtaker credit issues. This is mitigated in the PPA, under 
which TPTC will provide adequate payment security in the 
form of an irrevocable letter of credit to be opened by TPTC. 
This security will sufficiently cover the payments for 12 
months. Although the PPA provides for a 2% escalation per 
year, higher inflation may affect the real financial return. A 
provision in the renegotiated PPA for a tariff benefit-sharing 
mechanism will allow DHPC to increase the power sales price 
and share in the additional revenues. Considering India’s 
present power demands and the prevailing power trading 
prices, additional returns through this mechanism are a 
realistic possibility.    
 

Hydrological 
risk 

Low The hydrological risk consists primarily of the possibility of a 
drought that would reduce water flows and significantly affect 
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the hydropower generation of the plant. However, the project 
design was based on 15 years of hydrological data and risk of 
any deviation from the hydrological trend is considered 
minimal. In addition to the historical data, potential future 
hydrological impacts were analyzed, using eight climate 
models from various organizations. This assessment found the 
Dagachhu plant to be hydrologically sound. It also projected 
that the annual water flow in the Dagachhu watershed would 
increase by 10–15% for the monsoon months and by 1–4% for 
the non-monsoon months toward 2041–2060.   
 

Other climate 
change risks 
(disaster risks) 
 

Low The climate change modeling analysis was extended to risks 
other than potential hydrological issues. They included the 
risks of possible floods, earthquakes, landslides, and glacial 
lake outbursts. The engineering design and the environmental 
management plan are adaptive to extremely severe conditions 
created by such events. The modeling analysis concluded that 
overall climate change is unlikely to impose negative effects 
on the Dagachhu hydropower plant or its operations. The 
details of the assessment are in the Climate Change Risk 
Assessment.

b
  

 
Currency risk Low There is a mismatch risk between the revenue currency 

(Indian rupees) and the debt service currencies. This issue will 
arise if the Indian rupee, to which Bhutan’s ngultrum is 
pegged, continuously depreciates against the debt service 
currencies. Although DHPC’s financial sensitivity is robust to 
debt services in the extreme scenario in the rupee 
depreciation (6% annual depreciations over the project life), 
DHPC adopted a foreign exchange fluctuation reserve to 
mitigate this risk. This reserve fund will effectively mitigate the 
foreign exchange risks associated with the repayment of loans 
denominated in foreign currency. DHPC and DGPC intend to 
explore a currency hedging contract for the future once this 
becomes a feasible option in the financial market.   
 

Safeguard risks 
 

Low There are no outstanding issues related to the social and 
environmental safeguards. The compensation relating to 
resettlement was fully paid in a satisfactory manner to affected 
people. While the environmental monitoring activities will be 
continued, the current mitigation measures in the 
environmental management plan are appropriate and 
adequate to contain temporary environmental impacts during 
the remainder of the construction and operational phase. 

   
Financial 
management 
risk  

Low DGPC and DHPC adopted comprehensive corporate policies 
and manuals covering accounting and financial management, 
inventory and procurement management, internal audit, 
human resources, and safeguards. In 2011, these were further 
supported by management information systems through an 
enterprise resources system package. The external 
independent auditor reported that these entities have 
adequate internal control systems, suitable budgetary 
systems, adequate competitive bidding, and sufficient 
organizational system control to carry out their operations in 
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an orderly and efficient manner. The internal and external 
auditing and ADB’s review of their financial statements will be 
continued.    
 

Procurement 
risk 

Low The procurement process has been completed. Regular site 
inspections and reviews of the quality and timeliness of 
progress on contracts will continue to be conducted by DHPC, 
DGPC, and ADB, where applicable.  
 

Corruption risk Low Increased transparency and accountability are assured due to 
ADB requirements and regular stakeholder consultations. ADB 
loan agreements ensure that ADB’s Anticorruption Policy and 
its specific measures are conformed with. ADB will also 
ensure (i) full disclosure of project-related information on the 
website, and (ii) monitoring of the statement of expenditure by 
ADB.  

 
Overall 

 
Low 

 

ADB = Asian Development Bank, DGPC = Druk Green Power Corporation, DHPC = Dagacchu Hydro Power 
Corporation, km = kilometer, MW = megawatt, PPA = power purchase agreement, PPP = public–private partnership, 
TPC = Tata Power Company, TPTC = Tata Power Trading Company.  
a
  The risk assessment is based on mitigation measures.  

b
  Climate Change Risk assessment (accessible from the list of linked documents in the report and recommendation 

of the President, Appendix 2). 
Source: Asian Development Bank. 


